11AM IN THE TENT

3PM IN THE SYNAGOGUE

Lederman/Bell Anne Lederman and Ian Bell enjoyed much

Aviva Chernick Aviva Chernick is a Juno and Canadian Folk

success as a band called Muddy York. Through Canadian traditional music

Music nominated singer whose riveting voice and inviting presence have

and original tunes and songs, these two exceptional musicians invite

enthralled audiences around the world. To experience Aviva in concert

you on a toe tapping tour of our home and native land.

12PM IN THE TENT
Kousha Nakhaei/Ava Rostamian Using voice, violin and
the mesmerizing kamanche - a Persian stringed instrument and ancestor
of the violin, the acclaimed talents of Kousha and Ava are showcased in

is to witness a rare and unique talent whose diverse musical influences
weave an unforgettable magic.

4PM IN THE TENT
Swamperella Gutsy fiddling, driving accordions, sultry vocals

a selection of Iranian traditional music with a focus on Jewish musicians.

and a killer rhythm section that pumps out ‘can’t sit still’ authentic Cajun

1PM IN THE SYNAGOGUE

infectious rhythms and impassioned melodies.

Beyond the Pale Beyond the Pale is one crazy wonderful

& Zydeco grooves, Swamperella is an irresistible force with their

Toronto-based Canadian world/roots fusion band. Their style is rooted

5PM IN THE SYNAGOGUE

in Klezmer, Balkan and Romanian music, accented with contemporary

Broadsway Broadsway’s marvellous vocal work, clever arrangements,

and North American styles including bluegrass, jazz, reggae, funk and

smart humour and sheer musicality, has won fans in the best music

classical chamber music.

clubs both in Toronto and New York. Said one admiring critic: ‘From

2PM IN THE TENT
Mark/Maricha Marzcyk Mark and Maricha have won
multiple awards for their work with Lemon Bucket Orkestra, Counting
Sheep, and Balaklava Blues, Dubbed “handsome, ambitious, and
charismatic” by the New York Times, theirs is a show not to be missed.

Gaga to Gershwin, the only thing they take seriously is the music.’

